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Danny Voweii/Staff

Facilities management employees began work In the Quad Wednesday on the stage to be used May 13 during Commencement.
Above, from left, Gene Birch, Eddie Ramsey, Charles Allen and Tommy Kimbro discuss the alignment of stage components.
Right, James Prescott helps secure the platform from the underside. They are building the stage In numerous section• so that
It may be disassembled and stored for use in future years' graduation ceremonies. Constructionists are using wood suited for
outdoor us to protect the stage- from potential damage from rain.

Commencement slate announced
Since Wednesday, facilities management staff have been constructing
an elevated stage m the-north end of
the Quad. By Commencement time,
chairs will be set up on the grass for
graduates and guests.
Seating will be available on a firstcome basis for family and friends. In
the event of rain, the ceremony will
be moved to Racer Arena.
Rev. Claudia Polsgrove, co-pastor
of First Christian Church in
Bardwell and Wickliffe, will deliver
the invocation. He is a Murray State

STAFf IW>oRT

Proud parents preparing for their
progenies• potentially penultimate
procession May 13 received assistance Monday when the Office for
Academic and Student Affairs
released the agenda for the 72nd
Commencement.
Graduates were mailed schedules
of events two weeks ago to inform
them of the change in location from
previous years - from Racer Arena to
the Quad.

bachelor of independent studies student who plans to graduate in 1996.
Dave Washburn of Benton and
Sara Thompson of Murray, the outstanding senior man and woman, will
speak before President Kern
Alexander awards degrees to those of
the 1,500 graduates in attendance.
The Murray State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble, directed
by Dennis Johnson, director of bands,
will perform music written by
Timothy Smith, senior from Murray.
Smith wrote "Pavanne for a Lost

Friend" in memory of Ginger Adams, deans, faculty and staff, will be held
a Murray State student who died under a tent in front of Lovett
March 24 from inJuries sustained Auditorium. ..
during a traffic accident involving
In addition to May graduates, stueleven other MSU cheerleaders and dents graduating in August and
their sponsor.
December 1994 and 1996 may choose
Programs and refreshments will be to walk in the May 13 procession.
available at three tents located on the
Graduates should line up between
perimeter of the Quad.
University Drive and the Oakhurst
Immediately following the ceremo- lawn at 8 a.m. Commencement day.
ny, a reception for the graduates and Candidates are encouraged to attend
their guests, · given by the Board of an information session from 12:30 to
Regents, president, provost, vice 1 p.m. Wednesday in Lovett
presidents, associate vice president, Auditorium.

Desegregation goals .Murray summers bore
nearing fulfillment international students
BY SloNE HUTCHISON
.stNt·WriJ

Bv KELLY MENSER
EDITOR IN CHIEF

For most Murray State students, aoina horne fcm the
summer is as simple as paek:-

Because of significant increases in employment and graduate enrollment of MricanAmericans, Murray State was among three
state universities for which the Council on
Higher Education lifted a ban April 28 on starting new degree programs.
The Council penalized Murray State in 1993
for failing to make acceptable progress toward
the desegregation goals outlined by the 1990
Kentucky Plan for Equal Opportunities in

ing.~ car and driving home.

But lor the~ internation·
.. ~ta here on campus,
tbinp are not that ~·
Gbias Akram•. junior fiWn
Pakistan, said be will pl'Oba·
bly st;Q in Murray this summ~ and attend summer
school to oceupy hia time.
•1 cu't go holne·after every
semester because it is eo
expensive and it is also hard

Higher Education.
The University suffered the sanction because
it failed to progress as projected for the 1991-92
academic year when MSU met the required
progress in only one area: hiring of AfricanAmericans as professional non-faculty and service and maintenance personnel.
By 1993-94, however, schools were to meet 80
percent of the objectives set for 1995 by the Plan.
In that year, Murray State averaged 115 percent
progress in six categories .
Results released April 28 in the fourth annual
report of the Council's Committee on Equal

Opportunities indicate the University of
Louisville, Northern Kentucky University and
the community college system also met or
exceeded projections.
On the whole, the University system averaged
.78 percent progress.
The University of Kentucky and Eastern
See DESEGREGATION/13

News

to get reacijclsted each time I
come bfaek.• Akram 18id.

lt is sobeJ:ing here in the
summer.
is nothing to
do except go to Wal-Mart,
J.C. Penney and Kroger1 ao.J
14

There

have to do somethitig.•
N atall& Kozlova, senior

Outstanding!

Psychic connection

Dave Washburn and Sara Thompson
were recently selected
as the outstanding
seniors.

University officials plan the future of
Murray State, while students predict their statuses by the year 2000.

-
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•

exchange student
from
Russia, said she will spend
the summer here to attend
el88Be& and complete her
business degree.

8

•.rm going to rent an apart.
ment with some friends and
spend the sw:nmer finishing
See SUMMER/13
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Two students from IndOnesia serve foods at dte International
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Many MSU students have joined
the biking craze,
investing many dollars
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Dixon awarded fellowship
Susan Dixon, assistant professor of art history, has been
granted a J. Paul Getty Postdoctoral Fellowship in the History
of Art and the Humanities for 1995-96.
The fellowship will aid th e completion of her research project
titled "The Bosco Parrasio, the Garden of the Arcadians (16901740): Image and Knowledge."
Dixon will spend much of next year in Rome.

Friday, May 5
• Bull Slam '95 • 8 p.m., West Kentucky Expo Center. Admission
$8 for adults; $6 children ages 6·12. Proceeds go to MSU rodeo
team member Jerry Gilliam, who was recently injured in an automobile accident.

Saturday, May 6
• Laat day of clas...
• Bargains - City-wide yard sale, 7 a.m.-3 p.m. l ocation maps
available at the Commerce Centre.
• Festival - KentuckY Music Teachers Association Regional
Keyboard Festival, 9 a.m.-3:30 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall. Free and
open to the public.
• Bull Slam •gs - 8 p.m., West Kentucky Expo Center. Admission
$8 for adults; $6 children ages 6-12. Proceeds go to MSU rodeo
team member Jerry Gilliam, who was recentty Injured In an automo- ·
bile accident.

Bombing victim offered support
American Humanics is offering people the chance to personally
lend a hand tO the healing process following the recent bombing
in Oklahoma City.
Anne Silkman, secretary of the American Humanics department, is assembling a greeting banner that she hopes will encircle the room of bombing victim of Steve Pruitt. Pruitt is a
Gener al Service Administr ation employee who was the only survivor in his third-floor office. He faces several months of reconstructive surgery and recuperation from serious and pennanent
injuries, including internal injuries, loss of an eye and possible
nerve damage.
·
The banner shows a symbolic teddy bear and says, "We're with
you, Steve!"
Anyone who would like to add best wishes and sign the banner
can stop by one of the following locations: Carr Health Building,
Room 106; Wells Hall Lounge; Faculty Hall Lounge; Waterfield
Library circulation desk; and Murray Public Library.
The banner will be sent early next week.

Monday, May 8
• Final examination• begin • Grades due in Registration Office 48
hours after each examination with noon, May 15, the absolute
deadline.

Tuesday, May 9
• Spring Dance Thing - Informal dance showing by the Dance
Theatre Company, 3:30p.m., Carr Health Gymnastics Studio.

Wednesday, May 10

Alumnus wins national recognition

• Reception- Retirement reception honoring Ann Carr, 3-4:30
p.m., Curris Center Dance l ounge.

Dennis Griffin, president of the Bowling Green-Warren County
Ch amber of Commerce, has been recognized by the American
Economic Development Council for outstanding leadership in
economic development.
Griffin received this recognition for his efforts in recruiting
sever al companies to locate in the area. Also cited were his
efforts in recruiting the National Corvette Museum and the
planning and development of the South Central Industrial Park.
Griffin graduated in 1973 with a bachelor's degree in history.

Alumni of the month named
The department of management and department of marketing
have announced its alumni of the month for April.
The management alumnus of the month is M.J. "Jetr' Rogers,
a 1990 graduate employed as human resources manager at Air
Products and Chemicals, Inc.
The marketing alumnus of the month is Lori Newman, a 1991
graduate who works as advertising"manager for Old National
Bank in Ev8Il8ville, Ind.

Congratu{ations

Jiff Cravens
on your newly elected office in
Gamma Seta Phi.
You'll be a great treasurer.
Love, Your <I>l:l: sisters

Thursday, May 11
• Meeting - AAINA alcohol and narcotics abuse support groups,
6:30 p.m., Ohio Room, Curris Center.

Friday, May 12
• Honore day- 3:30p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.

Saturday, May 13

Cobb presents paper

• Commencement- 9 a.m., Quad area. Cutchin Fieldhouse in case
of rain.

Stephen Cobb, chainnan of the department of physics and
astronomy, recently presented an invited paper at the 1995
Joint Meeting of the American Physical Society and the
American Association of Physics Teachers in Washington D.C.
The presentation, titled "Physics as the Foundation for a
Flexible and Responsive Alternative to Traditional Career
Preparation," highlighted Murray State's engineering physics
program, which was recognized as an outstanding innovative
and interdisciplinary undergraduate curriculum.

Sunday, May 14
• Concert- Preparatory string project, 2 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
The public is Invited.

Monday, May 15
• Deadline - All grades must be in Registration Office by noon.

IF WORK OR
EXERCISE CAUSES
LARGE MUSCLE
BUNDLE PAIN
(in your hamstrings, calves, quadriceps, or shoulder girdles)

The sisters of

CALL US AS SOON AS IT
HAPPENS

ci>LL

would like to
wish everyone ___..,_
luck on their
final exams.
Have a great
summert

753-5732

FOUR RIVERS
CLINICAL RESEARCH

I

is accepting volunteers for a 14 day research study using an
investigational medication. Participants, 18 years of age or older and
in good health, will recieve free physical examinations, free lab
evaluation and free research medication.
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Outstanding seniors selected Graduates well-rounded
Washburn, Thompson honored for achievements

Education re,q uirements impress employers

STAff Rff'ORT

B Y JENNIFER POTIER
STAff WRfTER

Dave Washburn from Benton
and Sara Thompson of Murray,
have been named the 1995
Outstanding Senior Man and
Woman.
The announcement was made
Tuesday at the annual Senior
Breakfast and the two graduating seniors will deliver addresses at Murray State's 72nd commencement May 13.
Washburn is a member of
Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity, a Summer Orientation
counselor,
a
Student
Ambassdor, a member of Public
Relations Student Society of
America, Journalism Student
Advisory Council, Alpha Chi
honor society, and Omicron
Delta Kappa honor society.
In addition, he is a member of
Kappa Tau Alpha honorary
journalism society and was
executive vice president of the
Adversting Club. He was also
named the outstanding senior
in advertising.
In November of 1994,
Washburn was one of 32
studetnts in the nation chosen
to participate in the Direct
Marketing Collegiate Institute.
He will graduate with a 3.83
cumulative grade-point average and plans to enter graduate
school at Murray State.

Joe Hedges/Guest
Dave Washburn and Sara Thompson, Murray State's 1995 outstanding senior man and woman of the year.

of
Student
Government
Association. She is a member of
Alpha Chi honor society,
Gamma Beta Phi honor fraternity, Order of Omega Greek
honor society, Omicron Delta
Kappa and Phi Eta Sigma.
Thompson will begin work at
Koch Label Co., L.L.C. in

Thompson is a printing management major and served as
president of Alpha Omicron Pi
social sorority and as a senator

Evansville, Ind., in June.
Both students are listed in
Who's Who Among American
Colleges and Uniuersites.
The outstanding senior man
and woman of the year are chosen by committee. The committee is composed of one faculty
member from each college.

Personality counts in the business world,
especially when it is grouped with good communication skills, a broad base of knowledge
and a desire to work hard.
Communication and people skills are significantly important to Terry Canerdy, owner and
practicing veterinarian of the Murray Animal
Hospital.
"Basically, I look for someone who has an
out-going personality, good people skills, and in
my profession, someone that cares for animals," he said.
Larry Salmon, assistant superintendent of
Calloway County Schools, lists five qualities
that he looks for in a prospective teacher.
Foremost, he looks for a candidate that is state
certified and has met undergraduate requirements.
Secondly, he hunts for a person with good
communication skills.
"l would look for a broad-based background
with an emphasis in learning," Salmon said.
"The more learning the teacher has in his
repertoire, the more likely he is to be able to
present the concept in a way that they student
can comprehend."
Finally, he looks at a person's expertise in
the field and overall appearance.
"I think it is important to be poised, assured,
confident, well-spoken and neat," Salmon said.
Dennis Courtney, an attorney with Gregory,
Easley and Blankenship in Murray, said chemistry and communication are very valuable.
"If you've got a well-rounded person, that
person is going to be able to communicate and
work with the people around him," he said.
"Getting along is very important."
The consensus among local business people is
the general education requirements at Murray
State produce well-rounded students and teach

basic communication skills that will aid them
in the work force.
Courtney, a 1983 graduate of MSU thought
no one would ever ask him about humanities
and fine arts, but discovered it helps to know a
little about a lot of different things.
"The rounding feature of it, although it seems
inane, does come in to play," he said.
Billy Ray Coursey, senior from Elkton and
Thad Jones, senior from Dexter, Mo., said they
doubt the usefulness of some of the general
education classes, just as Courtney used to.
"I don't think courses like art and theater are
going to help me at all," Coursey said.
"I'll use the English and math, but humanities and the fine arts were useless," J ones said.
"Some of them (gen. ed. requirements) help
more directly than others, " said Bobby Martin,
CPA with Thurman, Martin and Colson. "Of
course, English helps with report writing and
communication skills. Both written and oral
communication are very important."
Angie Wilson, senior from Calvert City
agrees with Martin.
"English and humanities will teach you to
read critically and analyze things," she said.
"They will help develop my writing skills for
law school."
Martin also stressed the client-oriented
nature of the accounting business.
"The employee needs to try to understand
where a client is coming from and what his
interests are in his particular business,"
Martin said. "We want someone who is able to
converse, not just about business things, but
other events that are going on in the world."
"In education, we espouse the belief in lifelong learning; therefore, a person has to have a
.relatively high educational background,"
Salmon said.
While grades and a degree are extremely
important, employers seem to be searching for
dedicated, motivated employees who will bring
something special into the business.
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Murray Montessori

for the 1995-1996
Murray Montessori Preschool Classes
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$2000 Arinuall\.lltiOn
(Payable in monthly $200
installments)

Class Times are:
10:30 a.m.- 1p.m. or
1 -3:30p.m.

would like to welcome our

Register Now for :
Toddler Stimulation
Classes
Ages 2 to 3
2 days per week
$80 per month
753-8380
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The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi

For More Information Call

753-8380

Traveling Chapter Consultant

Lisa !Mar{ow
We hope you have a great weeki
Loyally,
The Epsilon Omicron
Chapter

IJGood luck on finals!JI
The Brothers of

Ifyou gotta

would like to wish everyone a
happy and safe summer.

cram, · ~
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Make sure you

Summer Party:

Saturday, July 22
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That's right! Take just one b ite
and prove to yourself that Arby's
has the best chicken sandwich .
you've ever tasted •.•GUARANTEED!
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Marcie Donkin
Carrie Bruce
Amy Farris
Lori Parnell
Charla Hopkins ·
Kristi Cowan
Beth Bougher

san$ ie:64

507 N. 12th St • 753-8841
10°/o Off with ID

200/o on ThW"Sday

753-6656

Ashley Morgan
Michelle Casper
Amy Fennel
Heather Keith
Laura Fuller
Alicia McCoy
Amy Bub
Holly Blalock

expires 5 -19-95

Have a safe and enjoyable summer to
a ll the

Sisters of .9lipfia 'lJe{ta Pi!
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Not out of the 'Woods' yet
Regional educators
hope to reopen
LBL Youth Station
A recent meeting at the Curris Center brought
together representatives from regional universities
and businesses to discuss reopening the Youth
Station at Land Between the Lakes.
The Youth Station was closed in the fall by TVA
officials who argued maintaining the station was too
great a financial burden for the regional utility.
Students and faculty at Murray feel the burden of
being without the Youth Station. The facility has
been a teaching tool for many education majors.
'lbwns such as Van Cleve, Ky., were sacrificed and
many homes were given up to create the area now
known as Land Between the Lakes. In exchange, the
· people were promised a recreation area to enjoy the
tranquility and beauty of nature without the interference of commercialization.
LBL is more than acres of woodland. It attracts
tourists from across the nation. It is the breeding
ground of majestic bald eagles that were recently
taken off the endangered species list.
LBL is a hunter's paradise, a fisherman's dream,
and a nature lover's wonderland. More importantly
it is nature's classroom.
We applaud those who are taking the lead to help
recreate the unique educational facility which has
been so callously abandoned by the TVA.

To the Editor:
We are writing in appreciation of the
article in last week's Murray State News
concerning Woods Hall. We are both former residents of Woods, having lived there
four semesters each, and still regret its
closing. We were glad to see some recognition of the close-knit community that was
lost upon its closure.
However, we would like to note that the
Woods Hall could not fit into any stereotype, including that of an "art major's
donn." There was a diversity of interests in
its residents that is often neglected. For
example, the residents there had majors in
various fields besides the arts, ranging
from psychology to environmental science.
The hall also contained representatives

from various organizations on campus,
including both the educational and social
Greek systems.
Something definite that can be said
about the residents of Woods Hall is that
they. all had open-minds. The residents
shared a willingness for freedom of expression, sexuality and thinking that existed
without questions or restraints. Everyone
was accepted for who they were, and treated as if a member of a large family. This
included the international students, who
were not treated as a novelty, but accepted
as the true friends they are. We remain in
contact with a number of Murray State's
former international students, all of whom
share with us fond memories ofWoods, and
concern for its residents.

As current residents of Regents Hall, we
can appreciate the concerns voiced in the
article about adjusting to living in other
dorms. We were used to open-minds and a
friend behind every door. Now we have to
adjust to small windows, ugly buildings,
broken elevators, closed doors, thin walls
and a sense of closed-mindedness.
Meanwhile, we can see the building we
once called home deteriorate before our
eyes. Although the community of Woods
Hall lives on in the minds of its former residents, we have lost something that is well
worth our continued regrets.

Joy Mattingly
Tonya Basinger
Juniors from Hawesville

-ROLL NARDEES'

:JIJKE BoX FLuiD FIL/.£R.,,
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State passes
desegregation goals
Murray State is one of three state universities that
have escaped sanctions of the Council on Higher
Education concerning desegregation goals.
Five state universities will not be allowed to start
new degree programs until they meet or exceed C~
desegregation goals.
~
Murray State has done
excellent job recruiting
African American employees and students. There is
more work to be done, but we are proud of the
progress that has been made here at Murray.

an

Bye bye graduates
This being the last issue of The Murray State News
for the school year, we would like to congratulate our
graduating seniors.
They are leaving the University with associate,
bachelors and graduate degrees and the assurance
of the University that they will carry with them the
knowledge and skills necessary to succeed in life.
We challenge you to make the most of your education and your life. We encourage you to support higher education respect those who pursue a college
degree and remember your legacy.
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I have never... at MSU
With a week to go before graduation, I'm sure
many seniors are spending time thinking of the
things they've done with their years at Murray
State. For some reason, I started thinking of all
the things I haven't done.
For instance, I've never set off
In
the alarm in the library, thus
being spared the embarrassMy
ment of having everyone tum
Opinion and stare to see who the book
thief is. I have never had the
misfortune of tripping up or
down the stairs of Faculty Hall,
despite my lack of coordination
on most occasions.
This one I'm sure most of you
will agree with: I have never
once been to Student Health
j ENNY
Services when they didn't send
WOHLLEB
me to Wal·Mart to get Sudafed.
Senior Staff
I have never had my name
Writer
~-----:--_. appear in Police Beat, although
I know people who have made that a goal.
I've never been in a building on this campus
where the climate control was just right - it's·
always too cold or too hot. I fmally learned to
dress in layers so I could personaJly adjust my
climate.
I don't think I've ever understood where my
$130 student activity fee goes.
And never have I talked with anyone on this
campus who is satisfied with the services rendered. I issue a challenge to those of you who will

be here after the class of 1995 leaves. If this campus isn't what you want it to be, change it. My
grandmother said if I didn't vote, then I didn't
have a right to complain about the way the government is being run.
I think this advice applies to this campus.
Apathy is the number one student activity.
Things won't change unless people take the time
to get involved and make a difference.
This campus needs more than a small group of
people trying to make things better for an uninterested student body.
The first place these changes can start is the
Student Government elections. Everyone was
pretty happy with this year's turnout which is
significantly higher than previous years. But if
you consider there are more than 8,000 students
enrolled, well that's pretty pathetic.
SGA meetings are open to everyone. If you
have a problem, complaint or suggestion, stop by
and let them know. You can also personally
encourage SGA senators to communicate more
with their constituents. A free-flow of communi·
cation is what this campus needs.
Finally, I would just like to say "thank God I
will not be here for another four years!" Dr.
Alexander, I think there is a reason nobody fixed
the carillon on top of Fine Arts for the past 10
years. If you can't turn it off, could you at least
turn it down? If I have to listen to those bells
during finals week, I won't be able to finish this
column with - I never took a baseball bat to the
top of Fine Arts ...

Hall closing hassles
A recent letter from housing regarding Murray
State residence halls announced that they will
close at 9 a.m. on May 13. Botti
In
my family and I have a problem
with
this.
My
I am from Louisville, about
O pinion three and a half hours from
Murray State. In order for my
parents to help me move my
massive amount of stuff from
my room, they will be forced
leave at 4 a.m.. My dad will
have to drive in the dark along
the Western Kentucky Parkway
which, as anyone who uses it
MANDY
can testify, is not at all a safe
WOLF
highway to drive, be it during
Staff Writer
the day or at night.
Upon arriving at Murray
State, which will be at about 8 a.m. providing my
parents left nt 4 a.m., we will have roughly an
hour to remove my things before the residence
halls close.
The only alternative my parents have is to
take otT from work in order to help me move during daylight hours. This costs valuable money

that my family can't afford to lose. After all, they
are attempting to help a poor college student pay
her way through school.
I suppose I could rent a U-Haul and hook it to
the back of my Escort and move myself to save
my parents the time, effort and money. This
could be dangerous because the U-Haul would
probably be larger than my tiny car.
I would like to know how other students,
whose home towns are further away than
Louisville, are getting home. Are they strapping
on U-Hauls too? Are their parents leaving jobs
early?
My residence hall only has three floors, so I
cannot imagine how long it might take for other
students who live in the high-rise dorms to wait
for an elevator.
Things such as refrigerators and furniture are
difficult to remove and often take more than one
person to carry, especially when walking down
steps.
I understand that the resident advi8ers check
the rooms during the check-out procedure nnd
that they are unable to leave until residents
leave. However, I don't see what an extra two or
three hours can hurt.

Methodists
appreciate
picnic help
To the Editor:
It is my extreme pleasure to
be writing this letter. We here
at the United Methodist
Campus Fellowship had a
dream of having a great spring
picnic celebrating our faith and
Christianity. This dream came
true at Cutchin Field on April
22, but it wouldn't have happened without a lot of help
from a lot of fantastic people.
Some of you worked on the
sidelines and some were right
in the thick of things (such as
thick smoke from Lhe grills or
thick snow cone syrup, oops!).
Everyone's support is greatly
appreciated.
From the UMCF's Advisory
Board we thank: Anne Boss,
Fr. Andre' Trevathan, Jane
Cothran and Teresa Cherry.
From MSU faculty and staff
our thanks go out to: Mrs.
Vesta Okoye, Coach Eddie
Fields, Coach Larry McClain,
Ms. Annazette J."'ields, Dr.
Anthony Q. Cheeseboro, Dr.
Ruth Jacquot, Mrs. Charletter
Ellis and Ms. Odelsia Torian.
Other friends who gave of their
time and resources are: Jean
Miller, Ted Miller, Rev. Calvin
Clark, Kent Johnson and Mike
Arnett (who did such a super
job on our radio advertisements!).
Our special thanks go to the
groups whose music you
enjoyed. They are: Voices of
Praise with Michael Pickens,
Messenger and Crossfire with
Jim Melton. Finally, a hearty
thank you to our co-sponsors:
United Campus Ministers
Association at MSU, Student
Life Improvement Projects and
St. John's Episcopal Church.
Thank.you to all of you who
came by and celebrated with us
to make Spring-Out-Christian
the great success that it was!
I'm a Christian at MSU in
Murray, Kentucky, and rm
proud. I hope that you are too.
Raponzil Stockard
Campus Minister, United
Methodist Campus Fellowship
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RSEC could be in the near future
BY CHRIS HARDESTY

Women's basketball coach awaits facility
Events Center are not new. West said the
facility was first proposed in 1980, "but it
didn't show up high enough on the state's
priority list."
The Peck Flannery Gream Warren, Inc.
architectural finn , located in Paducah,
was assigned the project by the state.
Good things come to those who wait. Gream was the lead architect when the
However, those individuals · at Murray center was proposed in 1980, West said.
State University awaiting the completion The firm also designed the Curris Center.
of the Regional Special Events Center
Women's bead basketball coach Eddie
hope that that good thing is not too far in Fields said he is very excited about the
the future.
possibility of seeing his team play in the
If the project's cost is within the allotted RSEC.
budget, construction could start as early
"It's going to be great," Fields said.
as mid-August, said Ed West, director of
Fields said he has found through his
facilities management. If it fails to meet
the budget constraints, he said the projec- recruiting efforts that players are cont's start date could be pushed back indefi- cerned about the arenas in which they
play.
nitely.
"The building will be very impressive
The proposed facility has been
redesigned because of budget constraints. and add to the class of Murray State," in
University and state officials have decid- addition to being used as a recruiting tool,
ed to re-open bidding on the construction Fields said.
contract.
Although he supports the project, Fields
The ideas behind the Regional Special said he hopes the RSEC will have the

Construction
could begin as
early as August

same imposing effect that Racer Arena
has on Murray State's opponents.
He said that opposing players and
coaches do not like to come into Racer
Arena, "because people are on top of you"
and the other teams can feel intimidated.
Although the RSEC is going to be quite
a bit larger than Racer Arena, Fields said
he hopes the MSU fans will continue to
give the team an advantage in the new
building.
.
Fields said he is glad that the RSEC
will be built for the use of everyone on
campus, not just people in athletics.
"I'm sure the building will meet tpe
needs of whatever activity is held there,"
he said.
Fields said he is not sure what steps the
athletic department will take in dedicating the new arena. He said he did not
know if his team would play a tournament to open up the building, as other collegiate teams often do, but he is sure that
it will debut in fine fashion.
'
"It will be an everlasting memory when
that time comes," he said.
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The above blueprint details the proposed construction for the
ReaJonal Special Events Center.

'Selfish' legislators delayed RSEC opening, student says
I believe the Regional Special
Events Center is something Murray
State University has needed for a long
time.
After all, Racer Arena has been a

I COMMENTARY I
very small place for the men's and
women's basketball teams to call
home for the last few years. When you
look around the Ohio Valley
Conference and see 10,000- and
12,000-seat arenas, one has to wonder
why Murray State is still playing in an

arena as small as Racer Arena.
But if the small arena is not enough
to convince people, there are more
problems. Just ask people who have
watched basketball games in the
arena while the roof was leaking. I
don't believe it is necessary for a
Division I college basketball program
to be playing in an arena where the
roof leaks.
I don't understand why the idea for
the RSEC did not show up high
enough on the priority list of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky back in
1980. Could it be that members of the
state legislature are more concerned
with the University of Kentucky or the

University of Louisville?
do not appreciate the fact that the
With the way the RSEC would RSEC is not going to be completed
financially support the region, it is before I graduate. I would have
hard for me to understand why it took enjoyed going through Commencelegislators more than 10 years to ment exercises in the spacious RSEC,
change their minds about the idea. I but there is no way this can happen,
believe some ,people feel that Murray since the earliest th e building could
State is wan'ting the RSEC just to try open will be August 1997.
to show off t he campus when basketI am not mad at MSU, but rather
ball games are played. This is certain- frustrated at the state legislature for
ly not the case.
dragging its feet on the proposed proVarious events such as concerts, ject. After all, some of the legislators
craft shows and RV shows will also be probably do not care if the RSEC is
held there. As Ed West told me, the ever built because they will never use
primary purpose of the building will it. If I were neve~ going to use somenot be to play basketball
thing, I probably would not care if it
Being a May 1996 graduate, I really ever came into existence either, but I

would not be selfish in my actions.
I'm sure I am not the only senior
who is disappointed in the fact that
they
will
not
be
having
Commencement exercises in the new
RSEC. I would say to the graduates of
1995 and 1996 that we can lay some of
the blame for the non-completion of
the RSEC on the state.
I believe th at the attitude expressed
by some of the legislators is a very
poor one, because if the RSEC is built
someday, it will be beneficial to the
region while serving as a basketball
arena, civic center and millti-purppse
building. So come on state legislators,
let the building begin.

The MSU Housing Office and MSU Chapter of the
National Residence Hall Honorary would like to
congra.tulat~ the nominee's and winner's from our
Awards and Recognition Banquet!
RHA ,\wards:
Bf~l Onrall Anrndancr - Am;~' Btrlinrr, Sprin&rr If all
\ l ost AtriH Rrp~srntatin • Mar) Sammon~. Whitt fl ail
Bfsl Overall Hall Rr-prurntali\<t • Ju lie Ptuut, Sprin&n Hall
Anarl

,-\~ard :

Emotional Dimension
lsi • "Alcohol and Famil) Don't ~tix" Lisa Midyell, White Hall
2nd • "Don't Stat Yourstlf Up" Jody Yonts. Richmond llall
lr·d • " What Women Should Know" Kim Caron and Jamie Stanton,
Elizabeth ud Spriacrr Hans

\tayda Raesdalr. Arra I Cltrk
Comm unit)· Stnicr
1st • "Ciothinc DriH" Mary Ann Dorris & ..\my Delano. f:liubtth fl ail
2nd • " I \'ant to Suck Your Blood" Sun Byrd , Clark Hall
Jrd - " Public: Srn-ic:r ProjKt" Rob Craie, Rt~tnts Hall

Or. frank Julian Ouutanding Rrsidtntr Hall Ltadtr Award:
Camisha Pirrcr. RHi\ p~,ident and Reeenu ttall
Outstandinz freshman Ltader· A\\ard: Paulette Lohman, lleuer Hall
R.\ Program Awards (Program of thr Yur):
Social Dimension
lsi • "Piaydoh & Finztrpaintin&..." Rob ( rai& & Gin11 Ross. Regents H111l
2nd • "Let's Go Racns" 7..rllll Hrndn,on, He5tn Hall
3rd • "fri&ht Ni&ht'' Marl.. Trout, Scott Walters, Chri!ly Quirt, & Kim
Cashion, Rirh mond and Sprin&er lfalls

Hall Council Procram Awards (Proar am of the Year):
Social Dimension
1st· " ll omrcomina Frstivitits" Clark Hall Coun cil
2nd • "Run fo r the Border " Hrstt r Hall Council
lrd • "Clark Hall Sodal" Clark Hall Council
Spiritual Olmen1ion
lsi · "Ah:ohol O lympics" flrstrr Hall Council

Occupational Dimrmrion
1st - "Gin \'It Tht k:rys" Amanda lhynts, lfrstrr ilall
2nd - "Weddin&Wishes" Trna Stonr and Kim Ma rsh. Hester Hall
Jrd • "Body Cuf'" Zrlla llendtnon, Htslrr flail
Spiritual Dimension
1st • "What Shapf' is Your Hurt " Kim Marsh & 1 rna Stont, Hrsltr Hall
Zad · "Christ ma~ Stories" Starry Ricg, Elizabeth Hall
Jrd • "Tht Cults art Comin& for \ ou" Orlissa Zickrfoosr and Anita
\\ hite, Rrctnts Hall
Pb;l'sical Dimension
ht • " Tu k:~on Do" lro) Hartman, Uart llall
2nd ·" H o~ to Eat Healthy on Campu'"' M)ka Piatt and Hu thtr Btnntll.
Sprintrr llall
Jrd • "Sun iul" Adam \\ oodring, Clark H11ll

Communi ty Stn-ict
ht • "Share tht Spirit of Christmas" Lisa Midyett And Wh itt Hall Council
2nd • "College Courts Kid's Hallowffll" Eliubtth Hall Council
\tare DrRrign RA Scholarship Winner: Zelia Henderson. Hesttr Hall
Pro&rammrr of tht \ rar:
li~a Mid}tll. Whitt Hall R.-\
Jody Yonts, Richm'ond Hall RA
R .\'~

R.\ .\ward: Rob Craig, Rtctnts Hall RA

Hall Council Or the \'ra r: Hesttr Hall Council
R,\ of the Yrar: ,\manda Haynes, llrstrr Hall

lnttlltctual Dimension
lsi • "\\hat I Set on Campus" Kell.) O'!'oul. ll r•ttr Hall
2nd • " Lf'l's Talk About Su" Kim Poston. lleathtl' Btnnru , \ 1ark c\tnip,
11nd Jtff Alford, Richmond and Springer Ua lls
3rd • ' ' fi~ It Up" Mikt Evans, Whitr Hall

Congratulations to our Graduating Staff!
We would like to thanl< all our staff members for their hard work this year
and say goodbye to our departing staff members.

Have a safe summer!
~-

·.
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Area leaders look to reopen station
Aprtl28
12:02 a.m. Power outage at the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.

BY MAGGIE CARTER
SINIOil STAFF Wlntl

8:42 a.m. Winfield Rose reported a break In at his office In the

Business Building.
Aprll30
1:29 a.m. Jeffrey Alan Hornak was arrested on charges of driving
under the influence.

4:38a.m. Memorial Hospital at Clarl<svllle, TeM., called requesting
transportation for several International students who had been Involved
in an auto accident. Nobody was seriously injured. The students were
treated and released.
11 :30 a.m. Hit and run accident at College Courts. No injuries.
8:43 p.m. Jim Bob Crockett reported a bike stolen near Hart Hall.
11 :48 p.m. Hester Hall having problems with Individual that refused to
leave. The person lingered outside the hall then.left the area.
M8y1
12:13 a.m. Loud music outside Hart Hall.
2:58 a,m. Report of a Toyota driving over the overpass at Chestnut
Street.

4:46 p.m. Basement of the old Baptist Church building was flooded.
Central Plant was activated.
Racer Patrot Eacorts -4
Motorta Aaalata - s

Information for Pollee Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.

To some, the closing of the Land Between
the Lakes youth station meant very little,
but to others it meant the start of an effort
to reopen it.
Representatives from universities, businesses, schools, and organizations met
April 25 in the Curris Center
Commonwealth Room to discuss how these
groups could salvage the youth station.
The board members of the Kentucky
Environmental Education Council decided
to sponsor this and future meetings by providing a $2,500 grant. Joe Baust, associate
professor of education said the members
encouraged different supporters of the
LBL youth station to become involved.
"This meeting was called to brainstorm
on how we might construct a partnership
in reopening the LBL youth station," Baust
said.
Baust, who is a staunch supporter of the
youth station, said he has utilized the facility for many years by taking teachers and
students for days of structured educational
activities at the station.
"The outcome of these programs cannot
be measured and are 100 times more valu-

able than the dollars put into it," he said.
Baust said this meeting was to see how
diverse groups of people could come together and make a list of uses for the youth station. The group compiled a list of 51 suggested uses including activities for youth,
senior citizens, students, faculty, camps,
businesses, churches and schools.
"There are lots of linkages with the
University so the youth station can be used
for training of children, faculty and teachers,• Baust said.
He said there are many reasons why the
youth station should be reopened, one of
which is because it is now unoccupied and
a great place for such activities.
,.As each month goes by, the facility will
need more maintenance to get it back
where it was," Bauat said.
He said the end goal would be to present
a proposal to LBL and the Tennessee
Valley Authority to lease the youth station
on a long-term basis.
"We would like to be able to use this list
and hope we could use the youth station by
this fall," Baust said.
Baust said the woods have carved into
them voices of children and images of people teaming to work, communicate, care,
learn, share and wonder together. He said

these things make up a whole human
being.
"Life today is just what we are doing
next," he said. "This allows us to see what
we are missing."
Baust said the funding for such a project
could come from a joint effort of different
universities, schools and businesses.
He also said the interest in the station is
high and a follow up meeting to explore
ways of implementing this project will be
planned.
"We know what we need to do," Baust
said. "How we can do this will be the next
step."
Among those representatives were
President Kern Alexander; James Booth,
provost and vice president for academic
affairs; Dora Lynn Lanier, director of
Region 1 KERA Center; Ray Dailey, West
Vaco director of public information; Ann
Wright; LBL director; Jack Rose and
Nancy Lovett, from Calloway County
Schools; and Baust. Representatives from
Austin Peay State University, Western
Kentucky University, vocational schools in
the region and members of the Kentucky
Environmental Education Council were
also in attendance.

Alcohol abuse reported higher on college campuses
prevalent here as in other parts
of the country. •
Paul Naberen.zy, counseler at
Recent studies of campuses MSU's Counseling and Testing
across the nation show an Center, said alcohol abuse has
increase in alcoholism among not increased at the University
college students.
in the last 10 years, but educaThese studies show that tion on the effects of alcohol
binge drinking is especially have improved.
popular among college students
"Alcohol abuse is a problem
and is as much a part of some on any college campus,"
students' lives as homework Naberen.zy said.
and studying.
Naberenzy said students
While many of Murray abuse alcohol because they are
State's problems are typical of uneducated about its effects
any college campus, alcohol- and alcohol also seems to
related problems may not be as relieve the streBB of college.
BY ANGIE KINSEY
REPOITR

"

College campuses
have the greatest
population that intentionally abuse alcohol
and intentionally
get drunk.
"
Paul Naberenzy

"College campuses have the
greatest population that intentionally abuse alcohol and
intentionally get
drunk,"
Naberenzy said.

Joe Green, associate director sophomore from Louisville.
for Public Safety, said Public
Magruder said there would
Safety does not receive many probably be less alcohol abuse
calls related to alcohol.
if students had somewhere they
"I don't forsee it being a could go to drink socially.
major problem . here," Green
"There is no place we can
said. "In some areas of the socialize because it is a dry
country it is becoming a major county,• Magruder said. "We
problem."
don't have clubs around here,
Many students agreed that so the only place you can drink
alcohol abuse is not as bad at is on campus."
MSU as it is in other parts of
Allison Smith, junior from
the country.
Mayfield, said other universi"It's probably lesa here ties probably have more probbecause we have a small cam- lems with alcohol, but she has
pus and people leave on week- seen instances of alcohol abuse
ends," said Amanda Magruder, atMSU.

"It seems like the highlight of
everybody's week is going out
and getting drunk," Smith said.
"It seems like people are bored
so they have to go out and get
drunk."
Matt Lockett, junior from
Paducah, said peer pressure
increases the chances of alcohol
abuse.
Lockett said the use of alcohol can become a problem when
it becomes a habit.
"In some groups, I feel like it
is expected and if you don't do it
you're an outcast/' Lockett
said.
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Tracy D. McKIIIlnt:y
Ccrtllled ln•IUance Counselor

The Anny Reserve will give
you weekend excitement like
you've never had before, and you
can earn more than $16,750
while you're enjoying yourself
during a standard enlistment
Thinkaboutit Onapart-time
basis, usually one weekend a
month plus two weeks' Annual
Training, you could earn good
pay, have a good time, make
good friends and even be
entitled to good benefits and
opportunities to get money for
education.
You11 also be getting handson training in a skill that will
last you a lifetime.
The Army Reserve knows
how to make weekends inter·
esting. Are you interested?
Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:

'
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Ufe
llome \..1=:-/ , lleDilh
Business ~ - · Annuities

.Seniors

Education is always an advantage, and the
more education the greater the advantage.

814 S. 4th St.

The Brothers of AXA would like to
congratulate the following brothers:

Shawn Smee
IFC RUSH CHAIRMAN

Todd Earw0od
IFC PHIIJ.ANrHROPY CHAIRMAN
Join us for graduate study at Murray State and
give yourself a better opportunity for:

Shane Hughes
PUBLIC RELA11IONS DIRECTOR OF
SPORTS

. 442-2949

PRSSA

ITOR OF TilE SHIELD

t Hurley

•ALL YOICAIIR

.FFA VICE-PREsiDENT

ARMY RISIRVI

Murray State University Rodeo Club presents

@(YJ00 ®O&J!Ml

~®~

May 5 & 6
8 p.m.
Western Kentucky Expo Center--College Farm Road

Tickets $8.00 - Adults I $6.00 - Children
Call 762-3125 for general information
$500 added money
Entry Fee: $40
For entry information call
BM Rodeo Company (417) 256-4203
Books open: May 1
2 p.m. - 10 J:S.m.
All proc:eeda art being dooDd ., a dW friend and member cA tht MSU Rodeo Team,
Jerry Gilam, who ~ Ia« a 1mb u to ln)lrlae IUIIMled In a..tous car accidert

Phillip Dockery
Todd Earwood
Tnent Hurley
Cb~d

Heilig

Johit Lowry
Trent Ryan

Shawn Smee
Rusty Thompson
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Hemp benefits examined
useful
topics
medicine,
wood/paper products and fue l
a lternatives. Roehm said mariWhat do George Washington, juana can treat nausea in canThomas Jefferson and Henry cer and AIDS patients, prevent
Ford have in common? They seizures in some epilepsy sufwere great Americans and, ferers and alleviate the pain
according to the Canibus and slow the progress of glauAction Network, they grew pot. coma.
In the past, hemp was only
To date, 35 state legislatures
used for manufacturing rope,
recognize the medicinal value
but other uses for hemp grew.
of marijuana. In 1990, Harvard
Hemp was also used in mediUniversity reported 70 percent
cine, and just before its crimiof cancer specialists polled
nalization in the 1930's, Ford
would prescribe marijuana if it
was exploring its uses as an
were legal. Forty percent have
alternative to gasoline. Since
suggested to their patients to
then, using hemp for any rea·
seek out illegal sources to
son has been prohibited by law.
obtain the drug.
In recent years groups like
C.A.N. and other pro-hemp
the Cannabis Action Network
groups
also contend the use of
(CAN) and the Hemp Coalition
hemp
could
save the world from
have tried to bring marijuana
environmental
ruin. Hemp can
out of the political closet and
put it back on the minds of the produce four times the paper
pulp now obtained from trees.
public and legislators.
"Hemp can save {Kentucky's) The chemicals used to make
farmers from bankruptcy," hemp paper white are environsaid Steve Roehm, junior from mentally safer than the bleach
Owensboro and president of used on tree pulp today.
Murray's chapter of The Hemp
Pro-hemp organizations join
Coalition.
environmental groups in sayHis organization, formed a ing that the best way to stop
year ago, was responsible for global warming is to plant
the recent Earth Day celebra- more trees and find a viable
tion at Murray State.
alternative. C.A.N .'s position is
Roehm's group, and others that global warming is caused
like it, downplay the recre- by an overdose of carbon dioxational smoking of hemp. ide (C02) into the air. Fossil
Instead, it promot.es three more fuels burn carbon dioxide that
BY jiM MAHANES

REPORTER

has not been environmentally
active for millions of years, creating an overabundance compared to hemp which had just
come out of the ground after
months of consuming C02
itself. Plants consume C02 and
pro-hemp organizations say
burning hemp fuel produces
one-third less C02 than petroleum based fuels, while saving
more trees in the process.
In 1983 an article in Science
Digest Magazine reported that
50 percent of America's gasoline needs could be solved from
products contained in its waste
paper. Pro-marijuana groups
contend that only six percent of
U.S. land could supply all current petroleum demands.
Hemp grows on less productive land which would leave
more fertile soil, currently used
for energy production, to the
much needed growing of food.
C.A.N points out that converting hemp into fuel produces a
by-product consisting of 70 per cent glucose which, along with
the protein from the seeds, can
be used to feed the world's
dogs, cats, cattle and horses.
With growing environmental
concern, the need for viable
alternatives increases. Groups
like The Hemp Coaliition hope
marajuana can be one of those
alternatives.

WINNING SMILES

Gue~t photo
Members of the Epsilon Sigma Alpha sorority received an award at the nat ional co nve ntion for
membership growth. Harvinia Henry, left. Buffy Blanton, Betteenia Taylor, Tammarra Slate s,
president. Cynthia Baker, Jennifer Davis and the groups a dvisor Ka thie Fleming.

Regents to consider tuition
STAFF REPOAT

The Board of Regents will
hear a proposal May 19 to
expand the existing faculty and
staff tuition waiver.
The pr oposal would allow
staff and faculty to transfer any
unused portion of their existing
tuition waiver benefit - four
courses per academic year - to

waive~

a spouse or legal dependent.
ity of faculty and staff favored
"(We) have wanted this for undergraduate tuition waivers
years," said Joe Hedges, chair- for dependents and spouses.
man of the Insurance and
Survey results also showed
Benefits Committee.
strong support for graduate
Faculty Senate and Staff tuition waivers, but these are
Congress conducted surveys not being recommended yet.
last fall to gauge interest in the
Administrators are reviewing
proposed changes.
the budget to see if funds can
Responses indicated a major- be allocated for the changes.
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and they saia it couldn't be
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done!

Alpha ..Sigma
Alpha
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the folJowing on their SGJVUCB positions:

Allison Burgess, Student Services
Evaluation
Tricia Richerson, Special Events

LaWanna "Lu"
Hinton

Maria Tsataros, Promoti

We love to see our Phi Sig family growl

. ..

• ••

Congratulations To Our Student Ambassadors:

•

Tricia Richerson, Vice President of School Relations
Katrina Croley
Talisa Griffith
Monica Johnson
Alternate: Kathy Story

•

*

*

•

We are prou d of you I

Love,
Your Sisters in Alpha Sigma Alpha

1 7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Jus t f Block from MSU Dorms!ll
Monday • Saturday 1 0 a.m. • 6 p.m.
753-0113

8 2°0 Off
Off
Any Cassetta ,.apat
Any Compact Disct

• Your A¥#~

Inter Fraternity Council Congratulates
President: Derek Somerville
Vice President: Craia CalJin
Treasurer: J esse Herron
Secretary: Rob Craig
Rush: Shawn Smee
Philanthropy: Todd Earwood
Public Relations: Dan Johnson
Sports: Dusty Pagel
On Their Newly Elected 1995-96 Positions
Thank You To Our 1994-95 Officers:

•

Expires May 19
~ ~~ Car Stereo Specialist-Custom Installation

tcoupon good towerd a purch•• of regular priced merchandlae only, no1 va lid In combination with other apeclala, dlac:ounta or offers. •

•• •
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•
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Sunset Boulevard Music ·

Clarion
0
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•

20 piece
Chic·ken McNu.g g.e t

....

$2.99 on Tuesdays

President: Brantley Gilmer
Jl7ce President/ Spcrts: Jason Swifl
Treasurer: Rob MiUer
Secretary: Rick Bcury
Rush: Sean Byrd
Philanthropy: Jeff Durbin
Public Relations: Mark Baumer
For A Job Well Done

107 N. 12th St.
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A glimpse into the future
•

University plans for changes by year 2000
BY SLONE HUTCHISON
STAFF WRITH

From residential colleges to
renovations of Winslow, the
campus of Murray State
promises to be quite different
in the year 2000.
Ed West, director of facilities
management, said there will be
several aesthetic changes
around the campus in the next
five years.
"Right now we envision creating a new pedestrian walkway
to the west of the Applied
Science
building
and
Blackburn which would connect with the Industry and
Technology building and then
eventually connect with tlie
existing walkway," West said.
West said the proposed
Regional Special Events Center
is also a tentative issue in the
future of MSU. Bids will open
for the 8,500 seat multi-purpose facility June 1.
West said if the bid comes in
within scope and budget the

construction of the facility wi11
begin late this summer or early
next fall and should take abollt
two years.
The facility would be located
to the northwest of Stewart
Stadium along Highway 121
bypass.
Paula Hulick, director of
Housing, said the residential
colleges should be implemented
by 1996 and in full swing by
2000.
West said because of the
implementation of the president's residential college plan,
another residence hall, other
than Woods, will probably have
to be renovated or a new residence hall will have to be built.
' Hulick also said she sees a
continued move toward new
technology throughout the
campus with interactive classes
and distance learning.
Chuck Ward, director of
Development and Alumni
Affairs, said by the year 2000
Murray will be in the middle of
or have just completed its first

capital campaign.
"The purpose of such a campaign is to raise funds for renovation projects, construction of
new buildings, new programs
and scholarships," Ward said.
"Campaigns last anywhere
from three to five years and
they are an attempt to go out
and raise more money in a designated time than has ever
been raised in the history of the
university," Ward said.
Bill Benriter, director of food
services, said there will be
some changes in the food services on campus.
"The major thrust of our plan
right now is the renovation of
Winslow. We will be making
some changes in the food
preparation area as far as
plllmbing
and
electrical
aspects, bllt we will also be
making changes to the actual
dining area with new window
dressings and carpet," Benriter
said.
Benriter also said there will
be some changes in the decor of

the Thoroughbred Room and should benefit from the ease
there is a possibility of more and availability of this system.
"We will offer workshops to
name brand companies moving
into the food services area.
provide information about how
"There · could be some more to use the system and this
branding just like with Long should also help us see some
John Silvers and Freshens, but changes in the way we are able
this would be a matter of cost. to respond to people's questions
It is quite expensive to start up and provide them with help,"
these kinds of projects, but it Miller said.
could definitely be a possibili"Another big issue that will
ty," Benriter said.
have to be addressed with the
Linda Miller, systems ana- networking of the campus is
lyst for administrative services user policies, because use has
and information resources, said not been widespread user polithere will be definite changes cies has not been an issue, but
in information systems.
it will become one with more
"Right now the entire campus people beginning to use the sysis not networked, but we hope tem."
to have the entire campus netMarcie Johnson, acting direcworked with fiber optics by tor of Center for International
1999," Miller said.
said
the
Programs,
"Our first priority will be the International Program hopes to
academic core and then we will see a significant increase in the
focus on the administrative number of all Murray State
segment and so on."
students who are prepared for
Miller also said she sees the life in a global society.
need for enhanced communica"The number of International
tion between faculty and stu- students enrolled at Murray
dents and everyone on campus State has doubled in the last

Seniors, freshmen
predict their futures
BY AMY PONDER
STAFF
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With graduation just around the
corner, many seniors are realizing
how fast their years at Murray
State have passed and are antici·
pating what their education will
bring them by the 21st century.
By the year 2000, Leslie Brown,
FrankJin, wants to be working in
marketing with a professional football or basketbaU team. Brown said
she has talked with the Dallas
Cowboys, but a job has not been
lined up yet.
Longworth,
Pope
Michelle
County, Ill., said she•s not quite
sure what she will be doing five
years from now. However, she
spoke of a dream that she would
like to accomplish someday.
"I'd love to be a stand-up comedian and to write a novel," she said.
Longworth said her ability to set
these high hopes has come from her
experiences at MSU.
"After I was Dunker (the school's
mascot) for a day, I feel that I can
do anything," she said.
Adrienne Pankey. Carrier Mills,
Ill ., has another idea.
"I really know what I want out of
life," she said.
"In five years," Pankey said, "I
hope to have a stable job and have
received a master's degree."
She noted that she wants to be
working in a location close to her
family and the friends she has met
at Murray State.
After graduation, Jerry Rust,
Auburn, plans to maintain ties
with his fraternity, Pi Kappa
Alpha .
"After I get my master's I will
serve two years as the chapler con·
sultant for my fraternity," he said.

Five years from now he hopes to
be working for an organizational
consulting finn.
"I'm a firm believer that God has
a plan for everyone's life,"
Longworth said, "and that's why I
hesitate to speculate what I'll be
doing in five years, because I'm just
sort of putting my future in God's
hands."

Freshmen
For some freshmen, it is difficult
to imagine themselves next week,
much less in the year 2000. For others, their future goals are very
clear.
Jenny Richey, Central City, sees
a successful career in her future.
"If I'm not in grad school, I hope
to be working for the government
applying my criminal justice
degree," Richey said.
Richey said she would like to
work for the Drug Enforcement
Agency.
Nikki Merguzhis, Marion, Ill.,
sees herself returning to the South,
where she was raised.
"I see myself in medical school,
hopefully," Merguzhis said.
She said she wants to have a family and to find a good job where she
will be happy.
Steve Galbreath, Princeton, Ind.,
has his future in sight.
Galbreath said he hopes to work
in a radiology department, applying his radiological technology
degree.
"In my personal future, I want
stability and self-confidence,"
Galbreath said. "1 see myself settling down with a family and having the liberty that comes with having a good education that I hope
.Murray State can provide."

five years, bllt we hope to see a
further increase in the enrollmeht of International students," Johnson said.
"The University is also
proposing a major global area
in international business and
we hope it is approved, in place
and we start seeing high activity next year," Johnson said.
President Kern Alexander
said he hopes to see several
changes on the campus by the
year 2000.
Alexander said he hopes to
see better quality programs
with lower student/faculty ratio
and more individualized attention for students.
He also said he hopes to
improve career placement.
"We hope to be placing a substantially higher percentage of
students in graduate school
and have more efficient placement of students in the job
force," Alexander said.
"We won't take quantum
leaps, but do plan to have controlled growth," Alexander said.
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Bv ANGEL fAIRBANKS
STAfF WRITER

While some students intern
this summer and some just
work to earn enough money to
return to school next fall, other
students will minister to underprivileged children, homeless
adults and people across the
globe.
Amy Perry, sophomore from
Muhlenberg County; Shannon
Houpt,
senior
from
Hopkinsville; and Andrew
Futrell, junior from Mayfield,

are just three ofthe 40 students
ministering this summer.
The Baptist Student Union
has 39 students assigned to
various summer missions
across the country and one to
Russia. These missions will be
at youth camps, in churches
and in groups that travel across
a state.
The BSU sponsored enough
events to collect almost $13,000
to help the Kentucky Baptist
Convention missions. Five
Murray State students are par·
ticipating in these missions;

The management staff
of JCPenney and the
student marketing
team would like to
thank Murray State
University and all of
Calloway County
for making the
93rd Anniversary
promotion a huge
success.

Perry is one.
Keith Inman, campus minister, said that money was also
raised to offer stipend scholarships of about $50 a week to
students who do not receive
compensation for their missions.
Perry will be in a group of
four females who will travel
along the west side of North
Dakota. The group will conduct
back-yard Bible clubs, Bible
Schools, revivals and will help
establish churches.
Some of the missions are not

paid experiences. Perry will be
given enough money, through
the stipend scholarship, to
cover her expenses for the summer, about $500 to $600.
"I wasn't in it for the money,"
Perry said. "When you're led to
go, you go."
Futrell will be a guidance
counselor at Camp Lakewood,
Polosi, Mo., and an affiliate of
YMCA.
The youth camp counselors
will not promote a specific religion, Futrell said. However,
they will try to incorporate

The group will conduct youth
camps, revivals and street
evangelism. Houpt said they
will travel from Moscow to St.
Petersberg telling people about
the love of Jesus.
"Where ever we are," she
said, "we will tell them about
Christ and about love."
The BSU students said they
were excited about the experiences awaiting them. Inman
said the excitement is obvious.
"I think they are good ambassadors for the school," Inman
said.

The

Win Win Card
is coming!
Are you ready
Murray State?

Pictured above from the left to right: MSU students -Chad Holder,
Jason Barnett, Onica Dockery, and Duff Meyer (not pictured Michelle Gantt) Also, the JCPenney management staff of Ken
Newman, Delaine Cook, Rhonda McGennis and seated, store
manager, Wayne Heath

would like to congrl~T8.te
its newest initiates:
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John Miller
Mike Petefish
JeffRager
Rodney Schroeder
Jacob Sexton
Todd Stein
Ben Werner

LX
LX

:EX
:EX

LX~LXLXLXLXLXLXLXLXLXLXLXLXLXLXLXLX~LXLX

• It's a reusable
discount card.

• All proceeds go toward
university scholarships!

In Loving memory of Ginger Adams
To those I love and those who love me:
'When I am gone, refease me, {et me go
I ftave so many tft.ings to see and ao.

9'(Ju mustn't tie yourself to me witli tears,
6e tlianifulfor our 6eautifuC years.
I gave to you my Cove, you can on(y guess

liow mucli you gave to me in happiness.
I tfianK._you for tfre Cove you eacfi fiave sfwwn,

out now its time I travefei on alone.
So grieve a wliife for me, ifgrieve you must
then fet your grief 6e comfortea 6y trust.
Its onfy for a time tfiat we must part,
so 6Cess tlie memories witliin your heart.
I won't 6e far away, for Cife goes on
cuu£ if you neea me, ca{{ anti I UJil( come.
rrfiougli you can't see or toucfi me, I'{[ 6e near.
.9Ln.t£ ifyou [isten witfi your fieart you '{[near.
.91.[[ my Cove

arouna you soft ana cfear
aruf tfien, when you must come tli.is way alone.

Surprise your folks.
When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny .
talent of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revtve
with Vivarin~>. One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for iI.
\'E' j\1

i'!A

;J
i

,,.,..___
01995 SOc............
HH.tltcMO

Revive with Vivarin~

Use only as C111ected

,

I,

• It's good for an entire
year!

The Brothe4~-~-~f Sig~ Cfhi

Joe Alderdice
Jason Almand
Luke Hargis
Nathan Higdon
Joe Kissel
Brian Kolb
Jay Mansfield

Christian values into camp
activities and nightly devo·
tiona.
Futrell said one reason he
chose to serve at the camp was
that the majority of the youth
come from inner-city St. Louis
and are usually underprivileged.
"I want them see what Jesus
has done in my life," he said,
"and what alternatives they
have for their lives."
Houpt will spend her summer
in Russia with a group of seven
people from Kentucky.

I'{[greet you witli a smile, cuu£ say:

"WeCcome 1lomell"
Absent from the body; but present with the Lord.
Ginger, .miss you a lot, but we know you are in
good hands.
We ask you to continue to pray for all tbose involved.
from: Westside Baptist Youth A: 'Ibe MSU Baptist Student
Union Center.
•pennission to print this was approved by Hank &c Joanna Adams.

I·'
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Clark 'will always love' Dolly Student extras in movie
BY SLONE H UTCHISON
STAFF W RITER

Darryl Clark is probably
Dolly Parton's biggP.Rt fan.
Clark fell for Dolly when he
was only a year and a half old,
joined the Dolly Parton fan club
with the help of his parents
when he was 3, and attended
his fU'St Parton concert when
he was 4.
Clark, a junior from Karnak,
Ill., is an avid collector of
Parton memorabilia and said
he buys everything in bulk.
· "I buy three or four of everything that comes out," Clark
said. "I keep some and put
some away and never touch
them."
Clark said he has hundreds
of posters, thousands of photos
and dozens of C.D.s, along with
several other items, some of
: which date back to the mid; 70's.
' "I have a small shrine to her
here at school and an even larger one to her at home," Clark
said.
Clark is an active member of
the Dollywood Ambassadors, a
fan club affiliated with the
Dollywood Foundation. The
foundation, , which was established in 1988, is a charity

provided by Darryl C

Darryl Clark poses for a pic·
ture with Dolly Parton
organization that awards a
$500 scholarship to each graduate of a Sevier County, Tenn.,
high school.
Clark attended this year's
opening of Dollywood theme
park in Pigeon Forge, Tenn.
"I s~ent $60 on film for this
weekend and almost $89 having it developed," Clark said.
"Dolly sent me a gold medallion, autographed pictures and
a letter for graduation, but I'm
still waiting for that $500
cheCk," Clark said.
Clark was also one of 1,000

members of Parton's fan club
invited to the wedding of a
Dollywood Foundation employee in which Parton served as
maid of honor.
Clark met and talked to
Parton for the fll'st time last
April. He makes yearly pilgri~ages to Dollywood and has
travelled as far as Chicago for a
concert and Alabama for a book
signing.
· Clark describes himself as a
Dolly Parton groupie. In the
past he has spent up to $250
per ticket to attend three of
Parton's concerts in one weekend. He said he has copies of all
her movies and went to see
"Straight Talk" at the theater
five times.
"My license plate reads
LVDOLY2," Clark said.
Clark's fascination with
Parton may finally pay off. On
his Teeent trip to Dollywood he
met a fellow fan club member
who, according to Clark, "is as
crazy about Dolly as I am."
Clark said this could be his
future wife and they plan to
keep in close touch until they
see each other when she moves
to Nashville later this year.
"There is no way anyone
could be a bigger fan than I
am," Clark said.

being filmed in Eddyville
BY MANDY W OLF
STAFF WRITEI

When MSU students traveled to Eddyville
on April 1, they hoped to become extras for
•tast Dance," a new movie starring Sharon
Stone and Rob Morrow. Approximately 300
people from Lyon County, Paducah and
Murray went to the Nuttin' Butt Fun Theatre
in Eddyville in ~Jearch of stardom and fun.
Two weeks later, Randy Coburn, Brian
Cope, Teresa Cope and Jim Reith were chosen
to play demonstrators in the movie. Adam
Holmes was a stand-in for an actor.
Randy COburn, senior from Murray, said
hopefuls were asked to fill out an application
and to bring a recent snapshot of themselves.
They then spoke to the casting director.
The movie was filmed at the Eddyville State
Penitentiary. Sharon Stone, star of "Basic
Instinct" and "Sliver," plays a death row
inmate about to be executed by lethal Uijection. The four MSU students played demonstrators for and against the death penalty.
-It was really interestm,a,• Coburn •aid. "It
was great fun, but long hours."
Coburn said extras worked 13-hour daya.
He played a pro-death penalty demonstrator.
Teresa Cope, senior from Benton, :and her
husband, Brian, played demonstrators
against the death penalty.
•Jt was exciting," Cope said. •1 really
e!\iOYed it. It waa rea.Uy neat seeing how

things were done."
Cope said the film crew worked despite the
rain and cold.
"One scene it was raining and we went on
filming," Cope said.
Cope said extras were paid $50 for the first
eight hours of filming and time-and-a-half for
every hour afterward.
Jim Reith, sophomore from Speeleville, IlL,
said he made his film debut as a newspaper
reporter.
"I just kind of stood around and interviewed
people," Reith said.
He said his biggest thrill was being able to
stand next to the warden when he made the
announcement regarding the inmate's fate.
"I el\ioyed it because I got to see behind the
scenes," Reith said.
Adam Holmes, sophomore from Benton,
received the chance to be a stand-in for a character named Skeet. He said a friend sent his
picture to the production company and soon
afterward, ,he received a phone call asking
him to be a stand-in.
•J bad to ask about a thousand people about
what to do," HolDies said. "I was afraid I
would mess up."
Holmes was used for lighting and sound
until the actor was brought in for the scene.
He said he was paid double what extras were
paid.
"Last Dance" is set to premier in December.

Student juggles class work, private business
"If rm not at school, then I am doing
started by going to the smaller auctions that were locally held, and as something with one of my cars,"
soon as I graduated I got into the busi- Underhill said. "I go to Nashville
every Wednesday, plus I spend most of
Class work; personal relationships ness heavily."
and social obligations are an everyday
Underhill's father got him interest- my free time working at the lot.
part of college life, but for one Murray ed in the business because he sold and
"1 find that being in the car business
State University student there is the bought cars at auctions.
takes a great deal of time, and some of
, added responsibility of operating a
"At first my dad would just let me that time should be dedicated to my
private business.
clean cars for him, but gradually he homework."
Finding time to fit all of his obliga' Bryan Underhill, a Murray native, started letting me buy cars," Underhill
, is a senior recreation major at MSU. said. "Then, he started doing some- tions into his schedule is the biggest
He began operating his own car deal- thing else so I just inherited the busi- challenge for Underhill.
ership, Don's Used Cars, while a stu- ness from him."
•with all my homework, and the
dent at Calloway County High School.
Buying and selling cars takes business, i can haraly find time to
"I got seriously involved in the car Underhill to cities such as Chicago tum around twice; this business has
really taught me to manage my time
business in 1989," Underhill said. "I and Nashville on a weekly basis.
BY DEBORAH H ANOR
REPOITER

Lighten
your
load
this fall
by taking
suinm.er
classes
at

Paducah Collllllunity College

Summer Classes Begin
June 9
Registration
June 7-8
9 a .m. to 6 p.m.-- Haws Gymnasium

carefully," Underhill said. "I am getting married in July, and I find it
almost impossible to find any time to
spend with my fiancee, Jennifer."
Underhill is scheduled to graduate
in December, and he is planning for
the future while keeping his options
open.
"I am trying to get a job with the
Tennessee Valley Authority, but if
that doesn't happen I will keep on selling cars until somethi.Iig better comes
along," Underhill said. "Whether I
decide to stay in the car business or
not, managing my own business has
offered me many opportunities that

The Brothers of

will help me in any field I choose to
pursue.
"I have learned how to deal with the
public, and with members of the automobile industry," Underhill said. al
have also learned how to manage both
my time and money wisely. I think all
of these skills will help me in any
field."
School, marriage plans and operating a successful business are extremely stressful for Underhill, but he
thrives on the pressure.
"' enjoy going to the auctions and
buying cars," Underhill said."' love it;
its in my blood."

AXA

congratulate its new est initiates:
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Gilliam surprises doctors, team

Closed
Rodeo memb er returns to rope 7 weeks after near-fatal car wreck Garden
motor skills during his 20-day stint at
Vanderbilt-Stallworth Rehabilitation
Hospital in Nashville.
An animal science major, Gilliam was
forced to drop out of school for the
semester because of the rehab, but be
plans to return to MSU for the fall complete with his adjustment to a prosthetic leg as well as a new lease on life.
"It makes you think not to take anything for granted," Gilliam said. "At any
split moment, something like this can
happen."
What is most astonishing about
Gilliam's story is how he has adapted to
his situation and recovered with flying
colors. Only 5 percent of all people survive open heart surgery for a ruptured
aorta, much less resume, more or less,

BY MIKE 0HSTROM
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Rodeo team member Jerry Gilliam
had the ride of his life in February, and
it was not on a bull or a bucking horse.
The junior from Hopkinsville was the
victim of a head-on collision with a tractor-trailer on U.S. 68 outside of Cadiz,
leaving him with his left leg amputated
above the knee and various operations
to repair a ruptured aorta, collapsed
lungs and all of his ribs, which were broken either by the crash or during
surgery as needed.
Gilliam was lifted by helicopter to
Vanderbilt University Hospital in
Nashville, where he remained for eight
days before regaining his strength and

their daily way of life.
"When I returned to the doctor's a few
weeks later with chest pains, an intern
asked me how I got my scar from the
surgery," Gilliam said. "When I told
him, he said, 'you don't see scars like
that on people that are still alive."'
But instead of moping around and
cursing his fate, Gilliam has almost
completed his return to rodeo.
A11 a team roper, he is not required to
get off his horse and wrestle down the
calf to tie it up. Rather, he and a partner
remain on their mounts and complete
their run by lassoing the calfs neck and
hind legs, respectively. Therefore,
Gilliam is only needed to be hoisted up
and then strapped down on his horse in
order to start practice again.

"I was roping again seven weeks after
my accident," Gilliam said. ,.It was just
one of those things where I couldn't wait
for several weeks for a prosthesis, so I
made several adjustments to my saddle."
The rodeo team is sponsoring Bull
Slam '95, a bullriding charity event featuring top bullriders from around the
nation, at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday
at the West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center for Gilliam, and he
could not be happier.
'"They've been great, very supportive,"
Gilliam said. "It's helped the healing
process to have not just the support of
the team, but also from my fraternity
(Alpha Gamma Rho) and just about all
of Murray."

signals
new era

As the National Basketball
ABsociation prepares to head
into the second round of its
playoffs, one of the league's
most cber- . . - - - - - - - .
ished are- SPORTS
nas
will
likely close
its doors t-----...o4
on basket- ScoTT
ball after N ANNEY
tonight's ....__ _ _ ____,~
game between the Orlando
A ND THE PITCH •••
Magic and the Boston
Celtics.
\
Boston Garden, the home
~{
of the Celtics and the
National Hockey League's
Boston Bruins, will be vacated after the basketball and
it relates to the team because
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
hockey seasons are over.
ASSISTANT SrollTS EDITOR
gets to share her experi" I have to be the moti- she
The Celtics and Bruins will
ence with the younger runners.
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The track team, fresh off
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Barber, senior from Cape•
in
team
sports. ·
advantages
Stars, and MSU swept both
A possible addition to the Girardeau, Mo., who won the
The
Celtics
enjoyed
one of
mile relays and the men's and group is Heather Samuel, triple jump at the OVC champithe
biggest
homecourt
women's 400-meter hurdles, senior from St. John's, Antigua. onships and the MSU Twilight,
advantages in the league.
won by Lyndon Hepburn and Samuel, who has been practic- hopes this recruiting class will
Playing on the Garden's
Phyllis Jackson, respectively.
ing with the team but compet- improve the team's desire.
famous
parquet floor, the
Hepburn,
senior
from ing independently because her
"I think that there were more
Celtics
had
an amazing 43
Nassau, Bahamas, will be join- eligibility has expired, won the individual successes than there
)ud Cook/Photo Editor
in 49 years.
winning
seasons
ing .Jackson, Chris Barber, women's 100 and 200 at the was a team success (this year)," ·
Scott Buchanan, junior from Morgantown, delivers a cui"Ve ball
Three
days
after the
Jason
McKinney
and MSU Twilight in 11.2 and 23.3 Barber said. "AB a whole, we
during a recent game. The Thoroughbreds are ded for fourth
Garden's
inagural
event, the
Char maine Thomas at the seconds, respectively.
had a few bad meets early, and
in the conference with three games left.
Bruins
played
their
first
Indianapolis meet, where he
Samuel likes her situation as reality hit hard."
game in the building, losing
1-0
to
the
Montreal
Canadians. Since then, the
Bruins have also enjoyed a
"home ice" advantage.
Opponents
complained
how I could get involved."
BY BRIAN SMITH
place every weekend as do basketball or hopes to be a director in band, chorus or
about Boston's advantage in
REPORTER
There are three types of swords: foil, baseball games. They compete only drama. Horan is a member of Sigma
hockey because of an undersaber, and epee'. Horan finished fourth when they find opponents. Most schools Alpha Iota, the women's music sorority,
sized rink. At the Garden,
Kristin Horan, sophomore from in the foil competition in Saturday's such as Southeast Missouri State, for which she is the editor. Horan also
the rink size was 191 feet
Louisville, competes in a very fascinat- intra-squad meet. In fencing there are Austin Peay and the University of plays two instruments: the french hom
long and 83 feet wide, nine '
ing sport, fencing. She became interest- no wins or losses. The competitions are Louisville have fencing clubs.
and the bagpipes.
feet shorter and two feet nared in fencing by watching sword fights based on individual achievement.
"We want to try and get people
"We welcome anyone who wants to
rower than the standard
in movies and by learning about the
Horan is the only female on the 13- involved in fencing and try to arouse come out and participate in fencing,"
size.
club during her first semester at member team. While the fencing team thei~ curiosities in order for them to Horan said. "We provide all of the
In the brand new $160 milMurray State.
carried only seven members a year ago, come out and watch us perform," Horan equipment, swords, masks, and
lion FleetCenter, the Celtics
"I was sitting in speech class listening the sport is rapidly growing on campus. said. "Once people see what we do, then padding."
and Bruins will enjoy new
to the president of the Fencing Club
MSU's fencing program is still rela- maybe more people will want get
The Fencing Club meets in Carr
advantages not found in the
give a speech on fencing," Horan said. "I tively small. They do not host many involved and then as we grow, the Health every Tuesday and Thursday
Garden such as more seating
found out that you didn't have to have meets because of funding.
money for funding will come along too." from 8 to 10 p.m. in the racquetball
capacity, more luxury boxes,
any experience to do it, and I went to see
Fencing competitions do not take
Horan is a music education major and courts.
a jumbotron scoreboard and
an air conditioner.
While the new building
will furnish many luxuries,
it will be hard-pressed to
match one important advan~
tage: tradition.
ers with a wide range of loca- prepared to spend some money.
BY ToM K IMMEL
Not only are the Celtics
STAFF WRITfR
tions to ride, but there are An inexpensive bike costs
and Bruins leaving their
some. Many bikers ride across around $300 and a top of the
longtime home, but many
Whether they are dodging campus and McDaniel said line model can run around
other
pro franchises trading
pedestrians on the sidewalk or there are some trails in $3,500.
in
the
old for the new.
sailing through the air after Murray.
Also, if you do buy a bike,
In
a
way, tpis new trend is
clearing aju:mp, mountain bik"We all go down to LBL . take care of it. Mountain bikes
positive,
but there are some
ers are a different breed.
(Land Between the Lakes) and are stolen regularly. Not even a
to destroying
disadvantages
"It is fun," said Eric ride there," he said.
lock can deter some thieves.
these
old
shrines.
McDaniel, sophomore from
Amateur races are held, but McDaniel had his bike locked
While modernized stadiEvansville, Ind. "It is some- not in Murray. Also, one of the up and someone stole the back
ums
are nice, nothing can
thing a lot of other people can- aspects of riding that people tire.
the atmosphere of a
match
not do as well as you can and enjoy most is the tricks they
"I know five or six guys who
Wrigley
Field, a Fenway
there is a little bit of danger can perform, and no competi- have had their bikes stolen,"
Park
or
a
Tiger Stadium.
involved."
tions exist for tricks at the McDaniel said. "There is also a
and arenas
These
ballparks
McDaniel, like many other amateur level.
big problem with people stealthe
beauty
of the
bring
out
riders, does not wear a helmet
"It has to do with speed, but a ing parts."
that
are
played
there.
games
when he rides.
lot of tricks come into play,"
And if you are one of the peoIt
will
be
a
sad
day
in
"Maybe we should wear as McDaniel said. "The tricks are ple whose only thought about
when
fans
can
no
longer
see
helmet, but I will not," he said. not judged, but if you cannot mountain biking was to mutter
the green monster in Fenway
"My parents try to get me to jump the log across the trail some choice words after jump·
or
enjoy a game from the
wear a helmet all the time, but you could be in trouble. If the ing out of their way, McDaniel
bleachers
at Wrigley.
I think that one of the fun University had a trail race, I is at a loss to explain the mounSo
you
better enjoy these
things is the danger; the real- think a lot of people would tain bike mentality.
they are here
places
while
ization that if you make a mis- show up for it."
Danny Voweii/Staff
"If you do not ride a moununfortunately,
because,
Eric McDaniel, sophomore from Evansville, Ind., gets som e hang- take, you could get hurt."
If you are interested in tain bike I do not think you can
nothing lasts forever.
time while riding his mountain bike through the Q uad.
Murray does not present bik- becoming a mountain biker, be really understand it," he said.
!
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Track team wins 10
events at Twilight

Horan points way for fencing team

Mountain bikers ride on wild side

TALK

SPORTS
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Henley joins Edgar at Duquesne
STAFF REPORT

•Another member of former Racer basketball coach Scott Edgar's staff has left
Murray State to join him at Duquesne
University in Pittsburgh.
Assistant coach David Henley accepted
an assistant coaching position on Edgar's
stafflate last week.
Henley, a restricted-earnings coach for
the Racers, follows former Racer assistant
Nikita Johnson to Duquesne.

Sports
Notebook

New Racer head coach Mark Gottfried part of four eJtlio Valley Conference chammet with Henley last week, but Gottfried pionships. His duties as a Racer assistant
was not expected to name his coaching included on-the-floor coaching, travel
staff until he returned from a short vaca- arrangements for the team and Racer bastion.
ketball camps.
Henley, who is 29 years old, has spent
After starring on the Carlisle County
the past five seasons on the MSU bench. High School baseball team in 1983,
He joined the Racers as an assistant under Henley earned a bachelors degree from
former head coach Steve Newton in 1990 Southern Illinois Unversity. At SIU, he
and stayed on when Edgar was hired in pitched for the Saluki baseball team before
joining bead basketball coach Rich
1991.
While at Murray State, Henley was a Herrin's staff as a student assistant.

Sarah Dearworth and Marcus Brown have been
named as the Racers of the Year.
Dearworth, a senior from Cabot, Ark., led the Ohio
Valley Conference runner-up Lady Racer volleyball team to
a 22-13 record while capturing the conference's Player of
the Year award. She also was selected to the GTE
Academic IV First Team with a 3.1 GPA.
Brown, a junior from West Memphis, Ark., helped the
Racer basketball team to a 21-8 record and an NCAA
Tournament berth. He earned OVC Player of the Year
honors by scoring 22.2 points per game while leading the
Racers with a school season record of 76 steals.

Coed softball battles soaked field
ATO wins soccer, fraternity titles: AOPi wins sorority all-sports crown
"The field that we're having
to use (at Murray·Calloway
County Park) doesn't drain real
With tht intramural sports well," Smith said. "We had 1.5
year coming to a close, campus inches Monday, and the water
recreation coordinator Jeff is just sitting on the field.
Smith is all but searching for a
"In my four years here, I've
domed stadium.
never had a season rained out."
The coed softball postseason,
Smith had less trouble with
with the competitive and recre- the rain during last week's socational leagues hastily thrown cer playoffs, which Alpha Tau
~gether in the same tourna- Omega won 2-1 over United
ment bracket because of poor Nations Thursday. Twinkle
weather last week, has been Toes, the women's regular-seafurther delayed and may even- son champion, won the division
t!UlllY be cancelled.
by default after the other teams

B'y MIKE 0HSTROM

A$SISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

refused to play in a tournament.
"It (inclement weather) is not
that much of a problem for soccer because it's played on grass,
unless you have a Jot of rain,"
Smith said.
ATO also clinched the fraternity league all-sports title for
the year, while Alpha Omicron
Pi took the prize in the sorority
competition.
Smith was pleased with the
amount
of
participation
throughout the school year,
even though there was much

criticism in the fall concerning
the decision to have games
scheduled on the weekends,
when most students would not
be on campus. Still, Smith
thinks that this years turnout
was just as good as last year's.
"Because of the early discussion about moving to the weekends, we had fewer numbers for
basketball," Smith said. "I don't
think it hurt us that much in .
the fall, because when people
started playing on the weekends, people realized it wasn't
so bad."

Former Murray State football standouts Matt Hall
and joe Lepsis have signed free agent contracts with professional football teams.
Hall, a three-year starter at wide receiver for the
Racers, signed with the Jacksonville jaguars of the National
Football League. The native of Tallahassee, Fla. had 28
catches last season.
Lepsis, from Frisco, Texas, who started at defensive 'end
for three seasons before his eligibility expired in 1993,
signed with the Birmingham Barracudas of the Canadian
Football Leagu~. Lepsis had 13.5 sacks in his senior year.
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PERSONALS
APPA Baby! Only ttw best for
us fourl wen at least for you!
Mine Is definitely bigger!
Tharsobvlous though, WIPE
OUT, Boom-Boom!!
"Real World": Lorle, FATHER
FRANCIS! Tammi, Your kit·
ten Is so pretty. Ness. you'll
always be my sister In my

PERSONALS

PERSONALS
To my~tslsters: this year has
been ll'ylng tor us an. but 10·
gelher we made It lhfough.
Remember that with the
strength and bond that we've
built, anythlng Ispossible. Good
luck to the graduates and God
bless. ~tlove, Tamml D.

Hey,AOJTs,youcldlt.ABSports
Champs. You guys deserve it!!
We are proud of you. Love, sls·
tersofAOit
Jeff, Weber, Zimmy, On behalf
of~tL I would Uke to thank you
for DJing our fonnal. You guys
rock!

~Ally

APPAll Little J says 'hi"l

Jen, Follow your heart be·
cause 'l friend wUI always be
there for you. I will always be
here for you. Me

A6fl MembersAtLarge, thanks
for all your harl:l work on Foun·
del"a Oayllt waa greatl n love,
YOlK sisters

Val, I couldn't have done It with·
out you. KnowmatteJhownear
or how lor apart we are. you'll
always be my best friend. love,
Lorie
~D:. thanks for making !he last

four years so graat. I'm really
going 10 miss you guys. Phi Slg
love and mlne,L:orta S.

Congrats 110 Kerr! Faye Ho· To friends like you ••• may we
slak- JUDICIAL BOARD, .io.# neyer be se~ed •.f"\.
Christine Nichter and Angle PenCII...neck geek
Holt • Social Co-chairs, StuAK'I', thanks for 8 wonderful
dent~bassadors,Jennlfer
J'aylor ·Senate-University. year. I'P miss everyone, espeAlfalra·you guys are awe- cially you Dana. Brotherly love,
LoneS.
eomell Love, AOD
A~

Coaches-Thanks for a
greatSpring Alng'95 We can't
wait til next year to "fting"
agaln.AOO

Ar6 Fling Flang & Flung at
A~'sSprlng Fling. Thanks for

an awesome Luau, a klckln'
banner, and a bloodthirsty vol·
leyball game. Love, your
coachesI

Allyl Congratson completing the
circle! It took us only 7 months!
It's time to do it again!

Hey Blankenship, you may
A6fl's J1 Alpha, but the Lion
King says your all his!
YumiYumiYum IYuml Yahoo!

PERSONALS
Hopper, can't you lrain 1hose
cops any better than that?
ROSY

I guess !hal makes you a giant
purple peep. Wohleb

Wanna buy this blrd?(if you
have 111M?)
_no_th_in_'

I:n, thanks for a Great Roast!
T·Tom & Cliff

No Robert, I don'twantaplggyback ride.

wrong with a Rille bump& grind.
Mike c.

Bye Kids! Clllf

If you remember, do Itwith me·

Here's us, Clllf-Bubye. the
Legos

clap-clap-cl~ap-elap-<:lap

clap-clap-clap Bill Guy!

Hey squirtICongratson gradu·
ation, Halrboy

110 thank a1 traeernltles and

Meg, who am lgolngiiOIIstenlO
Pat Benetar w/ alter I leave?
Thanks for all the great parties.
We'll move them to my apartment this summer. Jenny
(Craig)

Anyore !of Jello shotswtPGA?

News advertising &Qlff· you
rock! thanks for many great
limes over the past two years.
Good Luck In the fall with !he
rtf1W kids, Kelly Me. Rowlett,
you'll always be 8 Cl'ack baby.
I'll miss you alii England
Etch, when are we going
south?
Welll'l be SMI? Kelluma. way
110 get a blood retum....Husale
Muskopf, I'm dellaling, dear.
Please blow me up.

MIUer,youarewhatyoueat,so

The brothers of AXA would Hke
sorort11es tor participating In
Lambdapalooz.a.

Tara and April- You did a great
job with Spedal Events this
...,..tlriYou'reh*"love
In AIA, your als"ra
Congratulations. Matta Tsa·
taros on receiving active of the
moruhll..ove In AIA, your sis-

..,..

I'm not dalng hin, I'm just
babysltllng.

Meg&Miler. these . . ttw day
WoNieb

RATES
With MSU ID: 15¢ per word Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 1oe per word Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline.•..••Wednesday noon

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classlfieds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

The Sisters o
A ff1P!h1 (/]j Dce ff t({lj

Seniors Prayer: Thank you. God
forMSU,blah ... andmostofall,
please let me pass BIO 199.
Four 112 years of m, A long
strange trlp It's been. thanx tor
r.. memories! Cliff
the li$ters who
helped prepare and decorate

Thanks

Pi

FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HELPWAHTEO
LOSTIFOUNO

forb~:C:SapptnBaH.Love,
Joy and Tony11

NOTICE
Alison Photography: For All
your Photography Needs. 10%
clacountf«students. Call753·

RIOES

MISC.
NOTICE

11.,_

~- . . . . . . . . . . . . $99.99

Oftr . . . . .~ .u, 1D6

1411"

$129.99 (1106) (Z-6 , . . _ , _ ) , AHd*M' dwpftuillf
liultlbtlw& liZ. a....iM ____ ..,....fer .... .,lu.
...tJ-"fttr -tM&ttlb.

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
Center
759-1141

Pr

,....III/IIW.

awu.loblcOI•.-;.IIWIIIU~'ri"II/SllUI(IIOJ)_.

DbJela~~cl

. '.11

pha Gamma Delta

Reliable couple Murray area
will houseslt. summer 1995.
References. offer deposit
(502) 762-6579 or(502) 753·
4161

FOR RENT
Acoepting applications for rent
In May of !tYee bedroom brick.
two bathroom home, one
block west from MSU, In a
quiet neighborhood. $600
monthly rent, one month
deposit for yearly lease.
753-6424 or 753-7356.

Dlreody across from
MSU. Female only.
Private rooms. fur·
nlshed access to taclli·
ties. Summer, Fall
semesters
open.
House of Frede~
753-8191. Ub1ities In·
eluded $250/month.
2 bdrm.$205·230/m w/

lease & deposit. 1 mile
eastofMurray·Hwy94.
Water. trash· pickup, &
mowing Included. 759·
2570 or 753-3860

ea•

Horse stalls and pasture Included with one bedroom.
Furnished apartment. Utilities
Included. $350 month. 7530732. 435·4236 alter 5 pm
and weekends.
3 B~room 2 Bath house near
CAMPUS. Garage. Central IV
a. Appliances Including
washer&dryer.CUTEIAvailable now. $600 per month.
753-8734.

FOR SALE
1988 Audl 5000.
$4800.753-3293.
For Sale: Dorm size
refrigerator. used only
2 semest8fs $50. call
762-6614
For Sale·1988 Audi
5000.$4800 753·3293

•

aaoa.

-

,_,,,_, ..WII/fw ".., ...

"~~
. ~G~oved the TOGAS!!

Wimer: Alpha Omicron

ID

Wanted: 1, possibly 2 female
roommates to fill a 3 bdnn
a~rtment. Preferably a non·
smok.erwlthnopeta.Aent$125.
Call753-3529.

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSWESS
SERVICES

FOR RENT
Summer apartment.
Two
bedrooms.
Washer/dryer. Fur·
nlshed. Across street
from Business Build·
lng. 1601 Olive. $285/
month rent. Call Todd.
759·3176.

~.

lPff

~"~r<;~Jbr an awesome mixer!

~~1061"']~-,.,..-·

To our AI:~ Spring Fling
coaches, you guys were the
grea"stl We had a blast! Love.
the stseers of Alpt'a Sigma

NOTICE
MSU FACULTV & ADMINISTRATION- Faye's Cos·
tom Embroidery has the con·
tract to print aD T-shirts for
MSU . Be sure to check with
Mike Fin!ey atPURCHASING
before placing an order.
PURCHASING has gotten
you the best price thru the bid
process.

Here's you:
"oh, finals,
stress,etc..."
Here's us:
Buh-bye.

Washers still

~thers of Sigma

~-

-Ma-theny--.-ther-.-..,-.-1

ROOMMATES

INDEX

would like to thank the

.

PERSONAlS

PERSONALS

Mondar·Fri4ar
10 a.Jil.-41 p.lll.

75¢

Monday-Saturday 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.-11 p.m.

I

NEWS
Desegregation Goals

SUMMER
Continued from Page 1

up so I can graduate in
August," Kozlova said. "I like it
here because of the quiet, the
fresh air and the flowers."
Although several international students opt to stay in
Murray for the summer, for
some, the long and expensive
trip home is worth it.
Tariq Hussain, junior from
Bangladesh, said he goes home
every summer even though it is
very expensive.
"Each time I go home, I feel
bad leaving Murray, but then
after I stay home for a little
while I don't want to come
back," Hussain said.
Ricardo Garcia, sophomore
from Spain, will also go home
this summer.
"' miss the food in Spain and
the Mediterranean coast,"
Garcia said. "I also miss the
parties in Spain because they
are very different from the parties here," Garcia said.
"Besides, it is too quiet here
and the weather is crazy."

Murray State University was among three universities that achieved the necesssary 80 percent
progress toward 1995 desegregallon goals set by the Kentucky Plan. Averaging 115 percent
progress, MSU corfl)ared well with other state universities.
11s
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I Have a great sUmmer! I
C©IID.~~mn~ttii.@IID.~
Keirie Atkins

#
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Alpha Kappa Psi
Key & Scholarship Awards

WKU SYSTEM

Source: Committee on Equal Opportunities In Higher Education
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

DESEGREGATION
Continued from Page 1
Kentucky, Morehead State, Kentucky State and
Western Kentucky universities did not progress
sufficiently to merit new degree programs. The
Council granted Eastern a waiver, however, to
begin a master's nursing course of study.
According to the report, Murray State experienced negative progress in only one area: undergraduate enrollment.
This slight drop was more than compensated
for by progress in five criteria, including reten-

tion of first-year students, undergraduate retention, baccalaureate degrees, graduate enrollment and employment.
·
MSU officials cited several reasons for the
progress, including the implementation of the
Retention Assistance Program through which
students learned about grading procedures.
Other programs that have proved successful
include encouraging African-American students
through telephone calls to attend Summer
Orientation and attempting to involve AfricanAmerican leaders in the Murray community in
recruitment activities.

Alpha Kappa Psi
CONGRATULATES ITS

NEW

AssociATES

Wendy Barksdale
K~m Bishop
Denea Crandall

The Brothers of

Congratulations graduates!

ha Sigma Phi
r newest brothers

1316 APPLt CAft

~~a£1~

©O!M!lr#)

841 South
Puryear, Tenn.

901-247-5798

Serving Mexican &:

Dell Sandwiches from
11 a.m.- 11 p.m.

Matt
Z acli

Zenobia N. Pryce
Jim Reith
Mitzi Rickman
Stephanie Rickman
Sabrina Smith
Melissa A. Wimberg
Jody Yonts

1Jan

Mam
JosliC
Oai
-r.Brgan

~~1/.e,~P~}~~

753-6666

FINALS WEEK SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE One TOPPING $5
Get The Second One Topping

Only $4

+TAX

Also 20°/o OFF Cheesesticks & Breadsticks

CALL YOUR PAPA

99
+TAX

114
I

' ; ~tl ll ~

Murray State II

=\ ,

BOOK BUY BACK
Monday May 8 - Friday May 12
8:30 a.m. to 8:30 .m.

I

I

:II

Bring them Back!
Whether used on this campus or not. We buy all
titles having resale market value!

Not Included:
Text B·ooks

Candy
Cigarettes
Class Rings
Greeting Cards
Art Supplies
Pens
and Even More
L

•

Toiletries

Graduation Caps
and Gowns
All Sales Final

